Abstract-In this paper, we introduce geometry-dependent lighting that allows lighting parameters to be defined independently and possibly discrepantly over an object or scene based on the local geometry. We present and discuss Light Collages, a lighting design system with geometry-dependent lights for effective feature-enhanced visualization. Our algorithm segments the objects into local surface patches and places lights that are locally consistent but globally discrepant to enhance the perception of shape. We use spherical harmonics for efficiently storing and computing light placement and assignment. We also outline a method to find the minimal number of light sources sufficient to illuminate an object well with our globally discrepant lighting approach.
they are not visually obvious. Second, artists can use inconsistent lighting to guide the viewer's attention to enhance comprehensibility or convey their message. If one were to apply the inverse lighting models that have been developed recently [5] , [6] to most paintings and illustrations, one would find innumerable errors (some admittedly slight, but present nonetheless) in their lighting and shading. However, not only have these lighting errors passed virtually unnoticed by most untrained human observers, lighting for such paintings is visually impressive and sometimes even deeply compelling.
Cavanagh [2] has suggested that our brain perceives the shape-from-shading cues locally and does not use large regions of the visual field for shape-fromshading analysis. In fact, recent work by Akers et al. [7] and Agarwala et al. [8] has shown the power of such an approach for 2D images. They have shown how image composition can be used with sophisticated, spatially varying light mattes to create compelling technical illustrations or composite photographs from a set of photographs with different, locally discrepant lighting. In this paper, we explore how the use of discrepant lighting in 3D visualization may allow us to convey a better perception of geometry than consistent lighting, as shown in Fig. 1 .
We have presented our work on an automatic lighting design system, Light Collages [9] , for enhancing the visualization of scientific data sets. In this paper, we give further details of that approach, present more compelling results with new data sets, and introduce the framework of geometry-dependent lighting. Important new contributions in this expanded version of our earlier work are in improving the runtime efficiency of our system by a factor of 20 and reducing the memory footprint by more than two orders of magnitude. We discuss how one can achieve this by using a spherical-harmonic-basis representation for light placement and assignment. The benefits of adding more discrepant lights diminish with the total number of lights in the system. Another novel contribution of our work is the notion of minimality of light sources for a given view and geometry and showing how this changes with simplifications of the geometry.
PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORK
In photography, cinematography, and stage lighting, the specification of light position, direction, color, intensity, and type determines the appearance of the resulting scene. Kahrs et al. [10] have summarized the lighting design approaches for computer animation. They distinguish between logical and pictorial lights. Logical lights are motivated by actual sources of light in a scene that the viewer can see or imply. For example, the key light is used in a scene as the primary source of illumination. In addition to logical lighting cinematographers use pictorial lighting for enhancing the artistic aesthetics of the scene. For example, back or rim lights are used to separate the object from the background and fill lights are used to soften and fill the shadows.
Much of the current work on lighting design in 3D graphics and visualization has focused on determining the parameters for logical lights and has generally overlooked pictorial lighting. We classify the lighting design methods for graphics as either direct or indirect. Conventional lighting design methods are direct-they require a user to directly specify the lighting parameters. The user starts out by specifying an initial set of lighting parameters and then visually evaluates the results. The lighting parameters are then changed iteratively until the graphics rendering converges to a desired output. Although the visual results of using a direct light specification may be satisfactory, the process itself leaves much to be desired. First, direct lighting design is often iterative and time consuming. Second, it requires a significant expertise on the part of the user to achieve desired visual effects from light placement, such as locations of highlights and shadows. The approach of Design Galleries [11] addresses these shortcomings by using several user-specified lighting parameters (excluding light placement), generating a set of renderings with randomly placed lights, and having a user browse and hierarchically select the renderings that are desirable. The LightKit system [12] allows a user to interactively adjust lighting to enhance visualization. This system allows camera-relative lights that include a dominant light, headlights, and backlights. The system also allows the user to adjust the light color and warmth of lighting.
Indirect lighting design methods use scene properties that are either specified by a user or procedurally estimated. In user-specified indirect lighting design, the user specifies the desired highlights or shadows and the system then infers the light placement to achieve them [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . In procedural indirect lighting design, the system automatically infers light placement and parameters by optimizing a set of perceptual criteria for a given view. Shacked and Lischinski [18] derive light placement for up to two light sources by optimizing a perception-based image quality objective function. Their objective function includes six terms that are based on shading gradients, pixel luminance statistics, and illumination direction. Gumhold [19] has developed a lightplacement strategy by maximizing a perceptual entropy objective function as measured from a rendered image.
Although we have not come across prior work on physically discrepant lighting design for 3D graphics and visualization, there is a sizable literature on physically implausible lighting models collectively referred as nonphotorealistic lighting. Gooch et al. [20] have developed a lighting model that uses luminance and changes in hue to convey surface orientation, edges, and highlights. Sousa et al. [21] have incorporated lighting into adaptive penand-ink stroke lengths to convey shape. Hamel [22] has developed a lighting model that incorporates five components: standard lighting with shadows, rim shadow lighting, curvature shading, transparency, and volume illumination. Sloan et al. [23] have developed an effective method to transfer the shading from one object to another using a sphere (environment map) as an intermediary. Anderson and Levoy [24] have used curvature and accessibility-based shading [25] to enhance the visualization of cuneiform tablets. Vicinity lighting [26] improves upon the idea of accessibility shading by using uniform diffuse lighting and occlusion by local occluders.
Previous work, to the best of our knowledge, has not tried to render the same object with multiple light sources with each light source lighting a different region of the object. In fact, the general advice seems to have been to illuminate objects with a single light source that is placed above and to the left of the object [27] . In this paper, we discuss the idea of geometry-dependent lighting that involves lighting different regions of a 3D object with multiple light sources to render it in a more visually comprehensible manner, while retaining its traditional 3D-graphics-rendered look and feel. Our goal is to provide effective visualization that conveys a large number of data features such as local surface orientation, curvature, silhouettes, and fine texture.
LIGHT COLLAGES OVERVIEW
The geometry-dependent lighting framework allows local regions to be illuminated by discrepant lights based on their local geometry. Our Light Collages system automatically designs geometry-dependent lighting for a given view by placing directional light sources and assigning them to different regions of an object. Let us define the problem more formally. Consider an object composed of n surface patches P ¼ fp 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p n g. Let there be a set of m unknown light sources L ¼ fl 1 ; l 2 ; . . . ; l m g. The problem we solve here is: Given P, m, and a viewer position, generate L and a mapping M that pairs each light l i 2 L; 1 i m to a subset of patches P i & P that it lights, to best elucidate the local structure of the object. Here, the subsets P i are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive: P i \P j ¼;, 1 i; j m, S m i¼1 P i ¼ P. Then, each patch p j 2 P i is assigned a primary light source l i ¼ Mðp j Þ. We believe that the idea of best elucidation is open to interpretation. There is strong evidence that conveying the local curvature information is important in shape perception. Girshick et al. [28] present several compelling visual examples that show that placing line strokes along principal directions of curvature are more effective than other directions. Additionally, user studies on light source placement by Gumhold [19] have indicated that observers tend to select light source directions that favor surface curvature elucidation.
The Light Collages system first segments the input model into a set of patches, then places lights and assigns them to patches, and finally adds silhouette lighting and proximity shadows for feature enhancement, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In Sections 4, 5, and 6, we discuss each stage of the Light Collages pipeline in detail.
SURFACE SEGMENTATION
We segment the input model into a set of patches to define the local regions which will be lit discrepantly. The segmentation of an object is a classical area of research in computer vision and image processing. Any of the vast number of segmentation algorithms can be used for object segmentation at this stage, depending on what the goals of the segmentation-based lighting design are. In this paper, we segment the object into patches based on local curvature. The goal is to make each patch be a collection of triangles with similar curvature values.
We first compute the mean curvature at each vertex of the input mesh as the average of its two principal curvatures, which are computed using Taubin's method [29] . Then, we segment using a simple watershed algorithm based on Mangan and Whitaker's method [30] . First, their method finds vertices with local curvature minima and uses each of them as a seed for growing a new patch. The method then iteratively assigns vertices to these patches. A path of steepest descent is computed from each unassigned vertex until it reaches a seed vertex with a local curvature minimum. The vertex is assigned to the patch corresponding to this seed vertex. A watershed depth is computed for each patch based on the minimum difference in curvature values between a boundary vertex and the seed vertex for that patch. Patches whose watershed depth is below a threshold depth are merged. Fig. 3a shows the distribution of the curvature over a skull model and Figs. 3b and 3c show how the segmentation can be decreased or increased by raising or lowering the threshold depth, respectively. Fig. 3c shows the results of our segmentation of the object into multiple surface patches: P ¼ fp 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p n g.
PROCEDURAL LIGHTING DESIGN
We assume that all the lights are white and directional. Our lighting design algorithm proceeds in two interleaved phases. In one phase, we identify the placement of a light and, in the other phase, we assign the light to appropriate patches.
Light Placement Function
Curvature influences the illumination gradient across a surface and is an important visual cue to shape. We use a combination of local lighting models to enhance the appearance of high-curvature areas of an object from a given viewpoint. A specular highlight on a shiny surface can easily vanish with even small perturbations of the viewing direction, surface normal, or light direction. For a Fig. 2 . Overview of our lighting design pipeline: The input model is segmented using a curvature-based-watershed method into a set of patches. The light-placement function models the appropriateness of light directions for illuminating the model. This is done by using the curvature-based segmentation as well as the diffuse and secular illumination at every vertex. Lights are placed and assigned to patches based on the light-placement function. Silhouette lighting and proximity shadows are added for feature enhancement. low-curvature area, the specular highlight hides the subtle geometric changes because of overexposure. However, for a region with high curvature, the specular highlight is useful as it can result in a sharp curvature-based highlight and thus help illustrate object detail.
As an example, let us consider two points, A and B, on which we would like to place specular highlights (Fig. 4a ). If we have the freedom to place a directional light source along any direction, we would like to place it in a direction that maximizes the possibility of having highlights on points A and B. We can infer the light directions that will cause specular highlights to appear on points A and B by using the view direction, the shape, and the material properties of an object. Using the reciprocity principal, this is equivalent to shooting a ray of light from the viewpoint to the points A and B and having that light specularly reflect out to the environment. The specularly reflected rays will result in a distribution around the direction of mirror reflection, as shown in Fig. 4 . The blue and orange blobs on the upper left region of the circle represent the probability density function (PDF) of the reflected ray along those directions. The total probability of a specular highlight can be computed by the sum of the individual PDFs, as shown by the purple curve. Thus, following the reciprocity principal, if we were to place a light source in the direction where the purple curve has the largest value, we would get the best highlights at both the points A and B for the given view position.
We extend the above ideas to define a light placement function P ð l ! Þ that models the appropriateness of placing a light in the direction l ! . Such a light placement function should include contributions from both specular as well as diffuse illumination. Let P be the set of surface patches for an object. Let v ! be the view vector, l ! be the light direction, and h ! be the halfway unit vector along the direction l ! þ v ! .
Further, let i be the mean curvature, n i ! be the normal vector, andR R be the reflection of viewing directionṽ v about the normal n i ! at a vertex i on the surface. We define the specular weight function S for the vertex i with a shininess s as:
Given a view direction, we compute Sði; l ! Þ for each vertex i and for a set of uniformly-distributed light directions l ! . In our implementation, we use 12K uniformly distributed directions l ! .
However, the use of specular highlights alone is not desirable, as shown by Gumhold [19] . We have designed the diffuse lighting component of the light placement function to adapt to the local curvature on a patch-by-patch basis. Fig. 3a shows curvature distribution over the skull model. We define the curvature intensity c i at a vertex i to be its normalized mean curvature, i.e., c i ¼ ð i À min Þ=ð max À min Þ, where i is the mean curvature at vertex i, and max and min are the maximum and minimum values of the mean curvature among all the vertices of the input mesh, respectively. For a vertex i with normal vector n i ! , let D be the set of light directions whose diffuse color is same as the curvature intensity c i :
We define the diffuse weight function Dði; l ! Þ for vertex i in the direction of l ! such that the diffuse illumination at vertex i is similar to the curvature intensity c i . We compute it as the upper envelope (maximum) of the dot product between l ! and all d ! 2 D as
The light placement function can be computed as the sum of specular and diffuse weight functions over all surface points. For any light direction l ! , the value of the light placement function P ð l ! Þ along that direction is given
Light Placement and Assignment
We select the best m lights L ¼ fl 1 ; l 2 ; :::; l m g by using the light placement function P ð l ! Þ, as shown in Fig. 6 . We identify the light direction l ! that maximizes P ð l ! Þ. We select this to be the direction of the first light l 1 . We then identify the patches which will be lit by the light l 1 . For any light l k 2 L and patch p 2 P, let S p be the set of points that are on p and let I i ðl k Þ be the illuminated intensity at vertex i 2 S p due to light l k . We define a function Eðp; l k Þ that measures the similarity of the illuminated intensity I i ðl k Þ for vertices i in the patch p to its curvature intensity as:
For the first light l 1 , we assign l 1 to a patch p 2 P whenever Eðp; l 1 Þ is less than a threshold (currently we use ¼ 0:15), i.e., MðpÞ ¼ l 1 . We deduct the contributions of the vertices in the patches lit by this light l 1 from the light placement function. We repeat 
Illumination
Our Light Collages framework allows patches to be assigned different lights even though the patches are adjacent. A straightforward implementation of this idea might result in sharp visual discontinuities across patch boundaries that are lit differently. Such shading discontinuities are disconcerting, especially when they occur in absence of shape discontinuities. To alleviate such visual artifacts, we blend illumination from neighboring patches. As mentioned earlier, every vertex i in a patch p j is illuminated by light Mðp j Þ. The blended illumination at a vertex i is a weighted sum of illuminations from the primary lights for all the patches N j that are next to p j : N j ¼ fp k j @p j \ @p k 6 ¼ ;g, where @p j denotes the boundary of patch p j . Let the primary light for patch p k 2 N j be given by l k ¼ Mðp k Þ. Let the weight of vertex i with respect to the primary light of patch p k be based on the distance function dðÞ of vertex i from the boundary @p k and be given by w ik / 1 1þdði;@p k Þ . We define the distance dði; @p j Þ to be zero for a vertex inside or on the boundary of the patch p j . Therefore, the weight of a vertex i inside patch p j is w ij ¼ 1. The distribution of the blending weights at vertices around a patch is shown in Fig. 7d .
A simple weighted sum of illuminations may increase the overall brightness, which tends to result in diminishing the visual discriminability among object features. To balance the rendering brightness, we normalize the illumination with the blending weights for a given vertex. Let the illumination at vertex i due to light l k be given by I i ðl k Þ as defined in Section 5.2. Then, the final illumination formula for a vertex i in patch p j with neighbors N j is given by
6 FEATURE ENHANCEMENT
Silhouette Enhancement
Usually, silhouettes characterize large depth discontinuities. Therefore, a well-defined silhouette makes an object easier to comprehend by making it more easily distinguishable from its surroundings. Cinematographers use backlights for separating the foreground from the background. They traditionally place backlights behind an object to generate a thin rim of light around its silhouette. Backlights are also called rim, hair, or separation lights. In particular, the lights at the three-quarters-back position are called kicker lights [10] .
To distinguish an object from its background, we produce a dark silhouette for a bright background and a bright silhouette for a dark background. We use a simple fall-off formula, weighted by silhouette-enhanced illumination as the linear blend of the silhouette lighting H i weighted by ! s and the existing illumination: ð1 À ! s ÞI i þ ! s H i .
Proximity Shadows
Perception of depth through carefully placed shadows is an important visual cue for comprehending the spatial relationships between objects. As an example, it may be difficult to distinguish two surface patches if they have similar illumination but different distances from the viewer and partially overlap in space as seen by the viewer. However, if the front patch casts a visible shadow on the other patch, their spatial relationship immediately becomes clear. Such pairs of visible patches result in a depth discontinuity that usually occurs along one or more silhouette curves, as shown in Fig. 9b . We use proximity shadows to show the relative distance between the two overlapping patches if the eye-space distance between them is within a predefined threshold.
To compute proximity shadows, we first identify the depth discontinuity curves by comparing the value of each pixel in the depth map with its neighbors. We then generate a shadow light direction for each depth discontinuity curve by using the depth gradient. The shadow light direction is determined by rotating the direction vector to the viewer by a small angle toward the average depth-gradient direction, as shown in Fig. 10 . Finally, we use the shadow light direction in a shadow map to cast proximity shadow for the depth discontinuity curve.
While casting proximity shadows, we have to be aware that a narrow region might cause a problem if it has depth discontinuities on multiple sides. If we cast shadows of this region in each direction, it can produce a somewhat disconcerting effect as shown in Fig. 11b . For such situations, one can use any heuristic that consistently picks one side of the region over the others. Examples of such heuristics may include picking the side of the discontinuity region that is on the left and the top or pick the side of the discontinuity region that has more surface points on the discontinuity curve (Fig. 11c) .
EFFICIENT COMPUTATION
The light placement and light assignment stages are the most time consuming in our lighting design pipeline. In this section, we discuss how to speed up the overall system by efficiently computing and updating the light placement function using the spherical-harmonic-basis representation. The Light Collages process described in Section 5 takes a few hundred seconds for a model with tens of thousands of vertices. It is a reasonable running time for one-time image generation, but not fast enough for interactive visualization or generation of a large number of images. Also, we might want to store the precomputed light placement functions for interactive rendering. In that case, the current representation will need large amounts of storage.
Spherical harmonics (SH) can encode a function defined over a sphere with orthonormal basis functions. Spherical harmonics can represent any function with representational accuracy related to the number of coefficients used. Since our light placement functions and weight functions are defined on a sphere, we can encode them using spherical harmonics. Moreover, since our light placement function and weight functions are low frequency, we can represent them with a small number of spherical harmonic coefficients resulting in efficient storage and computation. [31] for fast rotations of spherical harmonic representations. Their method incrementally computes a rotation matrix of real spherical harmonics by using the recursive relations between matrix components for adjacent bands.
Spherical Harmonics Background

SH-Based Light Placement and Assignment
We can efficiently represent and compute the light placement function by using spherical harmonics. Let hðl; mÞ be the spherical-harmonic coefficients for representing the light placement function P : hðl; mÞ ¼ R P ðsÞy m l ðsÞds. We approximate the light placement function P with the coefficients asP P ðsÞ ¼ P nÀ1 l¼0 P l m¼Àl h i ðm; lÞy m l ðsÞ. Recall from Section 5 that the overall light placement function is a sum of specular and diffuse weight functions from each vertex. We observe that, given two vertices i and j with the same curvature but different normals, the weight functions (diffuse and specular) of vertex i can be computed by rotating the corresponding weight functions (diffuse and specular) of vertex j. Therefore, we can precompute the spherical-harmonic representations of the weight functions for each curvature value and simply rotate them according to the per-vertex normals. This is significantly more efficient than repeatedly projecting every vertex's specular and diffuse weight functions into spherical-harmonic coefficients.
First, we precompute the specular and diffuse weight functions for a canonical normal n 0 ! for each curvature intensity c. We currently sample c uniformly in the range 0 to 1. Let the specular and diffuse weight functions for n 0 ! be represented by spherical-harmonic coefficients f 0 ðl; m; cÞ and g 0 ðl; m; cÞ, respectively: Second, for each vertex i, we find the precomputed specular and diffuse weight functions whose curvature value is closest to the vertex's curvature value c i . We rotate these weight functions to get the weight functions of the vertex i. Let R 0!i be the spherical-harmonic rotation matrix that is equivalent to the rotation of n 0 ! to the normal n i ! of vertex i. Then, we compute the spherical-harmonic coefficients f i ðl; mÞ and g i ðl; mÞ as
We compute the spherical-harmonic coefficients of the light placement function by adding the f i ðl; mÞ and g i ðl; mÞ for all vertices:
In Section 5.2, we discussed an iterative scheme for identifying the best light source directions using the light placement function. According to this scheme, we identify a light l i and assign it to patches p j best lit by it. We then deduct, from the light placement function, the contributions from the weight functions of all the vertices in the patches p j lit by light l i . We do this directly with the sphericalharmonic coefficients of the light placement and per-vertex weight functions. Since the spherical harmonic functions define an orthonormal basis, we simply subtract the coefficients of the per-vertex weight functions from the spherical-harmonic coefficients of the light placement function.
MINIMALITY oF THE LIGHT SOURCES
The choice of an appropriate number of discrepant light sources is important and requires trade-offs between quality and efficiency. If we arbitrarily choose the number of discrepant light sources, our rendered image may be of an undetermined quality for different objects. If we choose too many lights, we will pay for the extra runtime lighting costs and, if we choose too few lights, we may not have an adequate number of lights to show the fine geometric detail.
The Light Collages framework selects light sources incrementally. We examine the incremental improvement in the quality of the image by adding an extra light. If the image improvement (measured as the root-mean-square difference) is small enough, we can stop adding light sources. In this paper, we stop adding light sources when fewer than 2 percent of the screen pixels change by less than 2 percent of their color range. For example, if we use a screen with a 1; 024 Â 768 resolution and 8-bit colors, fewer than 16K pixels are allowed to vary by less than 5 out of 256 color values. In this case, the RMSD threshold works out to be 2:8 Â 10
À3 . The graph in Fig. 12 shows that eight lights suffice for the skull model. We note that, in Fig. 12 , the image differences are nearly independent of the number of spherical-harmonic coefficients. Therefore, efficient computation by using lowband spherical-harmonic representation is quite appropriate for determining the number of light sources. Discrepant lighting by more lights increases the geometric detail that we can see. This improvement diminishes for a given geometric level of detail after a certain number of lights have been added (see Fig. 13d ). This leads us to believe that it should be possible to relate the level of detail for lighting with the level of detail for geometry. Thus, less-detailed lighting should suffice for less-detailed geometry, whereas higher-detailed geometry should require higher-detailed lighting. Just as the geometric level-of-detail systems manage the complexity of geometry based on parameters such as the viewer position relative to the object one should manage the lighting level of detail based on the geometry and viewing parameters. Figs. 13a, 13b, and 13c show Light Collages rendering of the Dama de Elche model at different geometric levels of detail. Fig. 13d shows that a higher level of detail in geometry requires more lights than a less-detailed geometry.
RESULTS
Figs. 16 and 17 show the visualization results using our system. The manuscript data set used in Fig. 16 was provided to us by Paul Debevec at USC and scanned by XYZ RGB Inc. The manuscript is a 177 mm Â163 mm page from a 15th-century book of hours produced near Rouen in France. The scanned manuscript has an accuracy of 100m horizontally and vertically and 3m along the depth. At a depth resolution of 3m, the scan is detailed enough to lift the impressions of the ink. Naive consistent lighting, as shown in Figs. 16a and 16b , fails to capture the fine details of the characters and the subtle variations and wrinkles in the manuscript. Fig. 16c nicely shows these subtle variations in the geometry with our geometry-dependent discrepant lighting. We have used the same lighting models and material properties for generating all the three images. As you can see in Fig. 16a , the specular highlight from consistent lighting will sometimes cause large bright areas on flat regions, while highlights from our method (Fig. 16c) are only on highly curved regions. This helps elucidate We have reduced the computation time for each vertex to be proportional to the number of spherical-harmonic (SH) coefficients instead of the number of directional samples. In this paper, we have used 12,518 ($ 12K) directions. The important question that remains to be addressed is how many SH coefficients are necessary to give us an acceptable level of accuracy. To address this, we compared the accuracy of the lighting design process with and without spherical harmonic representations. To compare the accuracy in representing the light placement function, we first normalized the light placement function to be in the range 0 to 1. Then, for each of the approximately 12K light directions, we computed the difference between direct evaluation and the sphericalharmonic evaluation, and used these to compute the overall root-mean-squared difference. This is shown in Fig. 14a over an increasing number of SH bands for the skull model. The number of SH coefficients used is the square of the number of bands used. In Fig. 14b , we show the root-mean-square difference between images of LEE ET AL.: GEOMETRY-DEPENDENT LIGHTING 205 the skull model rendered using lighting design with and without spherical harmonics.
As you can see in Figs. 14 and 15, the error is reduced significantly when the number of spherical harmonic bands is five or greater. We report the timings for light placement and assignment in Table 1 . These times are for a Pentium IV, 1.5 GHz system with 1 Gbyte RAM. As one can see, the spherical-harmonic method with five bands is almost 20 times faster than the direct computation. Further, since we only need to store 25 spherical-harmonic coefficients per vertex instead of more than 12K directional samples, our spherical-harmonic-based lighting design approach reduces the required memory by a factor of more than 500.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced the concept of geometry-dependent lighting which allows discrepant lights dependent on local geometry to only affect local regions. Our Light Collages system uses geometry-dependent lighting for automatic lighting design for effective visualization of scientific data sets. Our method relies on using multiple light sources that can be used for accurate local lighting on surfaces, with possible global inconsistencies.
The human visual system is remarkably adept at inferring shape from largely local cues and recent research [3] suggests that inconsistencies in illumination may not be resolved at a low level. However, it is also believed that the human visual system has a strong preference for a single illumination from above which if violated may lead to incorrect perception of shape [32] . Elder et al. [33] reconcile these by suggesting that for simple objects and scenes, the low-level human visual system might expect and process consistent illumination, but, for more complex scenes and objects, with multiple light sources and interreflections, discrepancies in illuminations might require higher-level processing. We find it interesting that our results on minimality of the number of light sources, derived by our Light Collages system, show an increase in the number of discrepant lights with increasing geometric detail. However, in the absence of an adequate computational model that can reconcile these opposing points of view, it is desirable to allow a user to modify the light source directions for regions in which a system such as Light Collages causes ambiguous or incorrect shape interpretation.
We have shown how our method can incorporate silhouette lighting as well as proximity shadows to further elucidate the local structure of the scientific data sets. We believe our method is a good start in improving the visualization while retaining the look and feel of traditional 3D graphics rendering. In addition to the visual appearance, interactivity is essential for the perception of 3D shapes. We use spherical-harmonics-based representations to efficiently compute the light placement function for use in a real-time system. Our current runtimes could be further enhanced by using the vertex shaders on modern graphics processors. We have also presented a method to optimize the number of light sources needed for generating images without loss of image quality. This minimality of the light sources depends on the geometry of various models as well as the geometric level of detail of a single model.
In this paper, we have assumed that the lights are directional. Generalizing our approach to point light sources or perhaps even area light sources would be an interesting direction for future work. Our current work does not take into account variations in color or material properties such as albedo and this should be useful to consider in the future. In addition to lighting design for a single object, automatically designing lighting environments for a scene with multiple objects is a highly promising area for future research. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
